HPE Houston Customer
Engagement Center
Our Center
The HPE Houston Customer Engagement
Center (CEC) offers a hands-on
environment for you to discover the
business value of our comprehensive
Enterprise portfolio. CEC customized
briefings provide a forum to discuss
HPE’s technology direction and key
strategies, build closer business
relationships and explore customer’s
ideas about how Hewlett Packard
Enterprise can deliver targeted enterprise
and small-medium business solutions to
better meet your specific needs.

The CEC is located in Houston, Texas at
HPE’s main campus facilities in building CCM7.
It is the home of Industry Standard Servers,
BladeSystem, Networking and Enterprise
Software businesses, as well as select
HPE Storage functions.
This state-of-the-art facility has an
experienced staff to ensure that customer
briefings are productive and worthwhile
investments. Targeted briefings help
you to gain a better understanding of
the Enterprise portfolio—leading to new
solution implementation, inspiring innovative
strategies, and solving real-world challenges.
• Meet with HPE Executives and Leadership
• Engage in stimulating conversation
• Gain insight into HPE innovations and plans
• Experience products and solutions
first‑hand

A unique look at
HPE innovation
The Customer Engagement Center offers a
unique inside look at how HPE Converged
Infrastructure solutions have been designed
to make the data center simpler, more
flexible, more efficient, and less expensive
to operate. During a briefing, you can
experience this exceptional environment for
yourself, gaining new perspective on your
own business challenges.
Our team will work with your account team
to plan a briefing that is customized to meet
your company’s business objectives and
exceed expectations while taking advantage
of the numerous resources HPE Campus has
to offer:
Discussion topics can include:
• Cloud
• Hybrid IT

• Collaborate with Industry Experts

• Intelligent Edge

• Take behind-the-scenes tours

• Server Refresh

• See service and solution demos

• HPE Pointnext

Contact your local
HPE office to request
a briefing

• Get informed about strategic alliances
and partnerships

Consult with the experts supporting business
technology in action—talented professionals
who bring the technical insight, process
excellence and resource flexibility to help
you optimize your technology operations and
drive business outcomes, from desktop to
Contact your local data center.

Sign up for updates
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The CEC has incorporated the latest
high‑tech briefing rooms, multiple product
demonstration areas, solution demo
capabilities, Virtual Collaboration (VC3)
capabilities, a business center, and an
engaging lounge/living room environment.
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